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Arcade- A row of arches or columns that create a covered walkway. 

Beam- A horizontal piece of structure supported at both ends. 

Balcony- A small porch that sticks off a building above ground level.

Bay window- A window that projects out from a building

Bracket- A piece of wood or stone used to hold up another building part, such as a cornice, balcony,  

lintel or sill.

Canopy - A projection or hood over a door, window, niche, etc. 

Cantilever- A piece of building structure that is only supported on one end. 

Column- A vertical piece of structure that supports a beam.

Cornice- The molding that projects out from the top of a building.

Dome- A rounded roof, with a circular base, shaped like an arch in all directions. 

Dormer- A window that sticks out from a roof to provide more light and air. 

Facade- The outside “ face” of the building.

Gable- The end of a roof shaped like a triangle.

Gazebo- An outdoor, open-air structure used for relaxing.

Keystone- The center stone in an arch.

Lintel- The piece of structure over a door or window opening, which supports the weight of the wall  

above it.

Ornament- Any decoration on a building that has no structuRal purpose.

Pediment- A small gable over door or window.

Roof- The top of a building which protects the inside from the weather.

Sill- The piece of the structure under a window or door opening.

Skylight- A window in the roof.

Stoop- A short set of steps up the front door of a building.

Structure- The parts of the building that supports weight; a building’s skeleton. 

Window- An opening in a wall that lets in light and air. 



ANTIQUITY

Refers to the architecture and design ideas of ancient Rome and Greece. 

Characterized by a set of compositional rules and architectural elements, in 

particular, columns, symmetry and orders.

Acropolis

The symbolic center of a Greek city-state, bringing together its most important 

sacred and civic buildings in one urban space, as in Athens where the Parthenon 

forms the heart of the Athenian acropolis.

Agora

The public open space that formed the heart of ancient Greek cities and it's the 

origin of most western conceptions of public, or civic, space as center of for 

social interaction for ceremony and democratic life on a pedestrian scale.

arch

A curved structure used as a support over an open space, as in a doorway.  Usually 

made from cut stone blocks forming interlocking wedges.. 

column

A slender, upright structure, usually a supporting member in a building.

pilar

an upright structure more massive than a column.

Symmetrical

When two halves of an object are mirror images of each other.
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GOTHIC

a style which fourished during the high and late medieval period. It evolved from 

Romanesque architecture and was succeeded by Renaissance architecture. the 

style was expressed most powerfully in great churches and cathedrals and in a 

number of civic buildings.

Apex

the tip, point

fying buttress

A detached pier supporting the weight of a wall.

Gargoyle

a waterspout, usually in the form of a grotesquely carved animal or fantastic 

creature, projecting from the gutter of a building. A dominant feature of Gothic 

architecture, gargoyles gradually evolved into purely ornamental motifs high 

above the cathedral grounds.  Their symbolic function was probably either to 

ward off evil and thus protect sacred spaces or to remind worshipers of the evil 

to guard against which is why they came to these sacred spaces in the frst place. 

pointed arch

an arch having a pointed apex.

ribbed vault

a vault supported by

or decorated with diagonal ribs.



BAROQUE

An architecture of famboyance and swaggering excess that characterized the 

17th century. Taking as a starting point the elements of classicism, Baroque 

architects gave their buildings an unprecedented elaboration, creating 

particularly dramatic spatially complex interiors heightened by ornamentation, by 

intensity and by the use of bold lighting effects.

bold contrasts

a striking exhibition of unlikeness. 

extravagant

excessive, exceeding the bounds of reason.

irregular

without symmetry, even shape, formal arrangement.

opulent

luxurious, wealthy, richly supplied and abundant.

ornamental

decorative.

oval forms

having the general form, shape, or outline of an egg; egg-shaped. 

sculptural

carved, welded, or otherwise fgurative or abstract works of art in three 

dimensions. 



ART NOUVEAU - JUGEND

Art nouveau is French for "new art," also known as jugendstil in Germany. Art 

Nouveau designers avoided the eclectic historicism of the Victorian era and 

"modernized" some of the more abstract elements of Rococo style, such as fame 

and shell textures. Art Nouveau advocated the use of highly-stylized nature and 

expanded the "natural" repertoire to embrace seaweed, grasses, and insects. 

Organic forms, curved lines, especially foral or vegetal, and the like, were used.

In fnland jugend was largely inspired by the national epoch kalevala.

asymmetrical

Lacking symmetry.

fauna

animals.

fora

plants.

organic forms

characteristic of, pertaining to, or derived from living organisms

Tower

a building or structure high in proportion to its lateral dimensions, either 

isolated or forming part of a building



FUNCTIONALISM

the doctrine that a building's form should be determined by practical 

considerations of use, material, and structure and not by a preconceived picture 

in the designer's mind. The fght for an "honest" form of expression by architects 

such as Louis Sullivan and Le Corbusier came about as a result of changes in 

building techniques, needs for new types of buildings, and discontent with 

historical revivalism.

alvar aalto

Finnish architect and furniture designer considered one of the foremost 

architects of the 20th century. Aalto's work adapted Finnish building traditions to 

modern European techniques and to the specifc function of the structure in 

boldly expressive style.

form follows function

Architect louis henry sullivan's aphorism.

practical

adapted or designed for actual use.

spacious

containing much space and light; amply large.



MODERN ARCHITECTURE AND VISIONS OF THE FUTURE

Modern architecture is a term used to describe the simplifed, unornamented 

building styles of the late 19th and the 20th centuries. Modern architecture 

developed as a reaction to the design excesses of the Victorian and the Edwardian 

period. It also became possible to implement these modern ideas as a result of new 

technological and engineering developments. Materials like glass, steel, iron and 

concrete began to be widely used in construction.

who knows where the future will take us?

commercial buildings

acting with sole or chief emphasis on salability, proft, or success.

machine aesthetic

The machine aesthetic was promoted by those who saw a beauty in the machine - a 

beauty in appearance and function. Shiny metals, molded plastics, and mirrored 

glass became important decorative devices.

Streamlining

a teardrop line of contour offering the least

possible resistance to a current of air, water, etc.


